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Summer Reflection
My biggest success over the summer had to
be achieving the letter grades needed to
continue enrollment at Rutgers while
balancing beginning a new job. Through my
training at work and my studies at school I
managed to find the time to perform well in
everything I was doing. It felt great to see that
do well in school and work at the same time. I
would go straight from work to campus and
use my gaps for study time. I made sure to
write everything down and attend every class.
I learned that communicating with your
professor makes things easier and less
intimidating. I am excited to go back in the fall
and power through.

Rutgers Resource
A Rutgers resource I have used and used
often are the advisors and counselors on
campus. It helps to be able to talk to
someone about the things you are unsure
of. Sometimes fresh eyes or experienced
people can guide you in the right direction
while also making you feel less
overwhelmed.

My S.M.A.R.T Plan
Receive letter B grades for fall
classes

do assignments on time, study,
attend class

Apply to 5 internships by
November

Keep an eye on emails and
attend career fairs

Develop better sleeping habits

Sleep earlier, listen to my body

My Inspiration
My inspiration comes from those around me
who balance all their responsibilities and excel
doing so. I am not an artist myself, a musician,
or a jock, but I do feel I am rather inspired by
those who are because of the dedication it
takes to continue forward and amount of time
you put in to yourself to do so. It is a reminder
that YOU (me) comes first and you should
always work toward what’s best for you.

Challenges
Challenges I faced this summer managing personal
time into work and school. I made sure to plan ahead
this way I could give myself personal time and still do
things I love. Including personal time is a challenge I
still anticipate for the fall but I know if I set time aside
and stick to a schedule I can manage fitting in my
personal activities too.

